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COBALT® XL OPTIONSCOBALT® XL OPTIONS

Auto DoorAuto Door

Tag SliderTag Slider

X35 AxisX35 Axis

5C Rotary5C Rotary

TurntableTurntable

LMT-XL-AD  -- Auto-Door with opti touch activation and pneumatic 
actuation. This option frees the operator to perform other tasks while the 
machine is marking... increasing both efficiency and productivity.

LMT-XL-AD  -- Auto-Door with opti touch activation and pneumatic 
actuation. This option frees the operator to perform other tasks while the 
machine is marking... increasing both efficiency and productivity.

LMT - ATS 
Min Tag Size = 1” W x .75“D x .02” Thick
Max Tag Size = 4”W x 3.25”D x .125” Thick
Total tag stack height = 3” 

LMT - ATS 
Min Tag Size = 1” W x .75“D x .02” Thick
Max Tag Size = 4”W x 3.25”D x .125” Thick
Total tag stack height = 3” 

LMT-X35 -- 35” of programmable marking area. This option adds
35” of programmable marking area to the X axis when using a 
standard 163 FL lens.

LMT-X35 -- 35” of programmable marking area. This option adds
35” of programmable marking area to the X axis when using a 
standard 163 FL lens.

LMT-XL-R-2PL --180 degree turntable with 2 positions for quick loading while 
marking. This allows for the operator to load the next set of parts while the 
machine is marking.

LMT-XL-R-2PL --180 degree turntable with 2 positions for quick loading while 
marking. This allows for the operator to load the next set of parts while the 
machine is marking.
































